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Sixty zippers were quickly
 picked from the woven jute bag.
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ANTHOLOGY SGOT REGULAR          OPENTYPE STD

LEAFING THROUGH THE

WORN P¬GES

Man± Stories 

o√ this wonderful collection containing

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the beautiful 
leather volume he had recently uncovered. He faintly 
muttered something about the treasure hunting business. 
It had been a very busy month inside the tomb. Workers 
were now complaining about everything. Insects and 
rodents darted in and out of wooden shipping containers.

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the beautiful 
leather volume he had recently uncovered. He faintly muttered 
something about the treasure hunting business. It had been a 
very busy month inside the tomb. Workers were now complaining 
about everything. Insects and rodents darted in and out of 
wooden shipping containers. Rations had been cut because of

10 pts 9 pts

Anthology SG Regular Std
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Sixty zippers were quickly
 picked from the woven jute bag.
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ANTHOLOGY SGOT ITALIC          OPENTYPE STD

LEAFING THROUGH THE

WORN P¬GES
o√ this wonderful collection containing

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the beautiful 
leather volume he had recently uncovered. He faintly 
muttered something about the treasure hunting business. 
It had been a very busy month inside the tomb. Workers 
were now complaining about everything. Insects and 
rodents darted in and out of wooden shipping containers.

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the beautiful 
leather volume he had recently uncovered. He faintly muttered 
something about the treasure hunting business. It had been a 
very busy month inside the tomb. Workers were now complaining 
about everything. Insects and rodents darted in and out of 
wooden shipping containers. Rations had been cut because of
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Anthology SG Italic Std

Man± Stories 
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Sixty zippers were quickly
 picked from the woven jute bag.
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ANTHOLOGY SGOT BOLD          OPENTYPE STD

LEAFING THROUGH THE

WORN P¬GES
o√ this wonderful collection containing

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the 
beautiful leather volume he had recently uncovered. 
He faintly muttered something about the treasure 
hunting business. It had been a very busy month 
inside the tomb. Workers were now complaining about 
everything. Insects and rodents darted in and out of

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the 
beautiful leather volume he had recently uncovered. He 
faintly muttered something about the treasure hunting 
business. It had been a very busy month inside the 
tomb. Workers were now complaining about everything. 
Insects and rodents darted in and out of wooden shipping

10 pts 9 pts

Anthology SG Bold Std

Man± Stories 
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Sixty zippers were quickly
 picked from the woven jute bag.
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ANTHOLOGY SGOT BOLD ITALIC          OPENTYPE STD

LEAFING THROUGH THE

WORN P¬GES
o√ this wonderful collection containing

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the 
beautiful leather volume he had recently uncovered. He 
faintly muttered something about the treasure hunting 
business. It had been a very busy month inside the 
tomb. Workers were now complaining about everything. 
Insects and rodents darted in and out of wooden shipping

10 pts 9 pts

Anthology SG Bold Italic Std

Archibald quietly stared at the worn pages of the 
beautiful leather volume he had recently uncovered. 
He faintly muttered something about the treasure 
hunting business. It had been a very busy month 
inside the tomb. Workers were now complaining about 
everything. Insects and rodents darted in and out of

Man± Stories 


